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Pay National Debt = Freedom
Obama-debt $14.5 Trillion is danger to our Republic!

Scott Nikaido (standing) and Dr. Ethel Villalobos (sitting on floor) teaching a
group of beginning farmers at the Hoolehua CTAHR Classroom

What’s Bugging Molokai Bees?
photos & report by Brenda Kaneshiro
On May 1, 2011 Molokai beekeeper Elijah Kaneshiro discovered the first
Small Hive Beetle to be seen on the island of Molokai. Just five days after state
apiary specialist Danielle Downey and her assistant inspected the apiary of
Molokai Meli finding no Varroa Mite or Small Hive Beetle, Kaneshiro opened a
hive to split it into two hives. In examining each frame to make sure the queen
wasn't transferred to the new hive, he discovered what looked like the beetle
Downey had been looking for days before. The beetle was captured and sent to the
Honolulu office of the State of Hawaii Department of Agriculture where it was
positively identified. How the beetle arrived on Molokai is still a mystery.
The news was quickly passed to Oahu, Molokai, and Lanai beekeeper John
Dalire of All Hawaiian Honey who immediately contacted the Kaneshiros and got
them in touch with Dr. Ethel Villalobos from UH-Manoa Honeybee Project. She
was on the phone with the Kaneshiros educating them about the lifecycle and
potential destruction of the beetle as well as instructing them to immediately set
traps. No traps were available on Molokai or quickly through other channels, so
she sent out enough traps for every hive in the Molokai Meli apiary (free of charge)
with instructions how to install them. The traps arrived the next day and were
installed immediately. The following week the Kaneshiros visited the UH
Honeybee Lab to meet Ethel and her graduate student Scott Nikaido where they
received even more education on the Small Hive Beetle and what it has done to
devastate honeybees on the Big Island and Oahu. Because of the quick action
taken by all concerned parties, the beetle count has remained low.
Dr. Ethel Villalobos and Scott Nikaido made their first visit to Molokai last
Thursday and Friday. They spent the day Thursday inspecting the hives at the
Molokai Meli apiary. In the evening they were hosted by Glenn Teves at the
Hoolehua CTAHR classroom where they spoke to a group of beginning farmers.
On Friday they inspected other hives on Molokai including those owned by John
Dalire of All Hawaiian Honey.
They were encouraged at what they saw at the Molokai Meli apiary as the beetle count is still considered very low and not increasing much. They will continue
to work with the Kaneshiros to monitor the Small Hive Beetle activity on Molokai
and share information to determine the best way to save the bees from the destruction of the beetle.
The meeting with the farmers was enlightening to say the least. Ethel spoke
about the cross pollination benefits of bee-dependant crops like higher yield,
increased weight, and reduced misshapen fruits. She also focused on Honeybee
health by discussing honeybee diseases and parasites, the dangers of the use of inhive chemicals, agricultural pesticides and their effects on honeybees, and the possibility of working with organic treatments. She informed the group of the latest
honeybee pests to hit our state, the Varroa Mite and Small Hive Beetle. She shared
details about the Small Hive Beetle including its flight range, incubation period,
reproduction capabilities and honeybee hive devastation potential. She ended her
talk with encouraging words to the group by informing them that they have an
advantage over the Big Island and Oahu as they have not been hit with Varroa yet,
and the beetle is not yet widespread on the island of Molokai. Her advice was to
start taking care of the honeybees now before all feral hives are wiped out like the
other two islands.
[Bee story continued to page 2]

Stop crooked politicians' games of debt limits & deal distractions. Pay off the
Debt immediately using Constitutional authority granted to the Office of President
and Secretary of the Treasury. That will get our economy and each of us free again
from economic oppression caused by Fed printing money out of thin air for benefit of big banks and wall street.
Thereafter, re-establish sound gold standard real money system, bring the
Troops home now, impeach Obama, abolish TSA, HS, IRS, DEA, BATF, secure
our Borders, enforce the Bill of Rights, and control the federal government by the
Constitution for the United States of America.
Here is how we can Pay the Debt, and restore our Republic:
Immediately and Pursuant to 12 U.S.C. § 95 et seq with inherent police powers the Office of President of the United States of America the Commander in
Chief of the Armed Forces as sworn under oath will faithfully execute the duties
of his office and suspend interest accumulation upon all public and private debt
pending normalization, or face penalties according to law.
In accordance with the established Lincoln-Kennedy Doctrine extending to
police powers President Barack Obama will faithfully execute the order to the
United States Treasury to produce legal tender $15,000,000,000,000 securities of
the United States of America and such seignorage to accomplish the commission
for payment and discharge of all debts public and private to be issued under the
instructions of the executive division of the United States administrative agencies.
Under the executive authority amounts of these securities will be dispursed as
full payment of debts to any party claiming to hold United States Debt as full discharge of such debt and thereafter be currency of the United States of America
unless destroyed. After that is done, takes about 7-days, re-establish the economy
on Gold Standard, bring the Troops home now, impeach Obama, abolish TSA, HS,
IRS, DEA, BATF, DOH, secure our Borders, stop foreign aid to Israel and all other
terrorist nations, prosecute Clinton and Bushes and Obama for TREASON and
War Crimes against Humanity, enforce the Bill of Rights, abolish all gun control
laws, and thus bring our servant federal government into republican form, i.e.,
back under control of We The People as our Constitutional Republic.

WRIT IN MANDATE to Office of President:
Pay the National Debt, Now!
Comes now the United States of America by and through George Peabody pro
per National Citizen and records the aforementioned WRIT IN MANDATE.
1. George Peabody has the right to file this WRIT in Republican Form by
the Grace of GOD, The Law of Nations, The Constitution for the United States of
America the Supreme Law of the Land, 28 U.S.C. § 1651, Supreme Court Rule 45
and all other applicable law known or unknown to the prosecutor without limitation thereto.
2. The public debt has increased to where it has become a clear and present
danger to the Republic.
3. Pursuant to 12 U.S.C. § 95 et seq with inherent police powers as Citizen
the President of the United States of America the Commander in Chief of the
Armed Forces as sworn under oath will faithfully execute the duties of his office
and suspend interest accumulation upon all public and private debt pending normalization.
4. In accordance with the ordained and established Lincoln-Kennedy Doctrine
extending to police powers President Barack Obama will faithfully execute the
order to the United States Treasury to produce legal tender for payment and discharge of all debts public and private to be issued under the instructions of the
executive division of the United States administrative agencies.
5. The United States Treasury will direct the mints to print or stamp notes or
coin in increments most convenient to represent the value of fifteen trillion dollar
securities ($15,000,000,000,000.00) of the United States of America and such
seignorage to accomplish the commission; or print and stamp checks for same purpose. a] The United States Treasurer may produce as few as fifteen (15) such
coins or fifteen (15) notes. b] Each such coin or note may be destroyed and
replaced with equivalent lesser denominations as necessary.
6. Under the executive authority amounts of these securities will be dispursed
as full payment of debts to any party claiming to hold United States Debt as full
discharge of such debt and thereafter be currency of the United States of America
unless destroyed.
THEREFORE this WRIT IN MANDATE is issued pursuant to
Rule 45 from the one SUPREME COURT in the name of Chief Executive Barack
Obama to President Barack Obama with order that it be faithfully executed pursuant to LAW or face severe penalties for Violation of Oath of Office and Treason.
We the People must now enforce the Law of the Land ! Its your Duty !
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Buzzing Bees Defence from Elephants

Dr. Ethel M. Villalobos, UH-Manoa Honeybee Project

What’s Bugging Molokai Bees?
continued from page 1 by Brenda Kaneshiro
Scott gave the group statistical information on the loss of hives on Oahu and
the Big Island as well as reduction in crops. Farmers were having to get up well
before dawn to hand pollinate their crops due to the absence of honeybees. He said
it took about two years from the discovery of these pests on Oahu before the feral
hives disappeared. He explained how the use of pesticides can destroy beehives
and gave some alternative ideas to the farmers including a change in their pesticide
application schedule. He explained that applying pesticides at the end of the day
would be much less harmful for the bees as their toxicity levels to honeybees often
only last for eight hours, and the bees do not pollinate at night. He gave other ideas
as to alternatives and suggested that the farmers become educated to keep bees
themselves to increase their own farm production and protect the bees here by
properly maintaining their own hives. He said the general recommendation is two
or three bee hives per acre of crop.
The farmers came away from the class with an understanding of how important the honeybees are to them, a desire to learn how to maintain their crops in a
way that is more honeybee friendly, and interest in keeping their own bees and
learning how to maintain them. Glenn Teves said he would coordinate with Ethel
to provide this education in the future.
Dr. Ethel was encouraged by the interest in the Molokai farmers to protect the
bees and learn how to help them and keep them. She said sometimes we have to
have something bad like the arrival of the Small Hive Beetle in order for us to wake
up and look around us. Because our climates is favorable to the bees and because
we're somewhat isolated we have not seen the devastation of the honeybees that
has occurred in other places. This often causes us to take honeybees for granted.
She is hopeful that Molokai will take a proactive approach before it's too late.
To contact the team at the UH-Manoa Honeybee Project, you can send an
email to: UHbeelab@gmail.com.
===================================================

NOTICE:
Deliquent Refuse Collection Fees
WAILUKU, Maui, Hawaii – The County of Maui Solid Waste Division would
like to inform all residential customers who are delinquent in their semi-annual
refuse payments to please submit your payment by July 26, 2011. Any account that
is not paid in full by this date will be closed. Payments were due on June 30, 2011.
As of July 12, 2011 there were approximately 3,600 delinquent accounts totaling $380,600. Delinquent notices were sent out on July 12, 2011.
Payments can be made by dropping it off at the Refuse & Landfill Accounts
office located at One Main Plaza, Suite 200 or mailed to Solid Waste, 2200 Main
St., Suite 200, Wailuku, HI 96793.
If you have any questions, please call 270-1731..

Tree Trimming-recyclechips eastend
call 558 8253 for appointment/ estimate.

Previous research into natural deterrents showed that elephants avoided
African honey bees. Elephants produce a rumbling alarm call that warns of the
threat of nearby bees, scientists have found. The researchers also discovered that
the elephants retreated when a recording of the call was played.
Despite their immense size and thick hides, elephants are afraid of bees.
Adults can be stung around their eyes or inside their trunks, and calves with thin
skin could be killed by a swarm of stinging bees.
As agriculture expands in Kenya, elephants are forced into smaller and smaller ranges, and the animals often enter the farms that are now in areas where they
once roamed and foraged for their food.
"Farmers will do anything to keep their crops and families safe from damage,
and unfortunately records of shootings, spearings and poisonings of elephants are
on the increase," Ms King wrote on the University of Oxford's website.
"Our project work is trying to come up with a low-tech deterrent method that
will not only keep elephants away from farmers’ fields of crops, but will also
enhance the income of farmers through the sale of bee products."
In 2009, experts from the University of Oxford, UK, and the charity Save the
Elephants set up a trial project to test whether beehives could prevent conflict on
farmland boundaries.
After two years of observations, the full results of the trial have now been published in the African Journal of Ecology.
"Finding a way to use live beehives was the next logical step in finding a
socially and ecologically sensitive way of taking advantage of elephants' natural
avoidance behaviour to bees to protect farmers' crops," said Dr Lucy King, the
University of Oxford biologist who led the study.
The beehives were suspended on wires between posts with a flat thatched roof
above to protect from the sun. The team created a boundaries for 17 farms, incorporating 170 beehives into 1,700m of fencing.
In 32 attempted raids by elephants over three crop seasons, only one bull elephant was not detered by the bees and penetrated the novel beehive defences.
"The interlinked beehive fences not only stopped most elephants from raiding
our study farms but the farmers profited from selling honey to supplement their
low incomes," Dr King explained.
==================================================

Home Gardening is a CRIME ?
Lock your doors and pull down the shades. Local government agents are out
of control, again, and, for our own safety, they must be stopped.
Steve Miller in Atlanta, Georgia, County officials had labeled him a lawbreaker and were determined to see his crime against society properly punished.
And what was his crime? Why growing vegetables, of course!
That’s right, Miller was blatantly growing organic vegetables in his yard. Not
only that, but he was apparently growing entirely too many of them, since he even
had extras to give away to neighbors and take to a local farmers’market from time
to time. County officials declared that the madness just had to arrested.
But now that same madness seems to have spread jumping four states to the
north to Michigan where local government officials in Oak Park, have a similar
danger to society lurking in their midst, and it may just be a matter of time before
you, too, have a veggie-wielding scofflaw in your hometown!
Julie Bass, planted a vegetable garden in her own yard. In fact, just one
glance at the Bass home clearly reveals this deliberate crime against society...one
sees four neatly planted vegetable beds teeming with healthy organic vegetables.
Pretty green-pepper plants and baby jalapenos are right there on public display.
According to Oak Park City Planner Kevin Rulkowski, "That’s not what we
want to see in a front yard." He says Bass needs to opt for "suitable" plantings, such
as green lawn and flowers and shrubs deemed acceptable by the city.
Julie now faces a criminal sentence of up to 93 days in jail.
In America, we lost the right to grow a garden on your own property?

It really leaves me wondering when people are going to put a
stop to the tyranny and oppression coming from government
agents against our Liberty? Wake up America! Restore USA
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Legislator Attacked in Home
Defends with gun

Molokai's Forum For Freedom
Individual’s Sovereignty vs Slavery
by George Peabody ph. 558-8253 email:

Rep. Leonard Boswell (D-Iowa) and his family were victims of a home inva"We have staked the whole of all our political instision
at their rural farm house over the weekend. An intruder entered the home
tutions upon the capacity of mankind for self-governSaturday
night through the front door and physically assaulted Boswell's daughment, upon the capacity of each and all of us to govern
ter
and
demanded
money at gunpoint.
ourselves, to control ourselves, to sustain ourselves
Hearing
his
daughter's
screams, the 77-year-old Boswell, who served two
according to the Ten Commandments of God."—

Bill of Rights 2nd Amendment:
“A well regulated militia being necessary to the security of a free State, the right of the people to keep and
bear arms shall not be infringed.”
Wake up militia! Use it , or lose it ! Got your gun, yet?
"...with a firm reliance on the protection of Divine Providence, we mutually
pledge to each other our lives, or fortunes and our sacred honor."
(Unanimous Declaration.of Independence)
If you will not fight for the right when you can easily win without bloodshed,
and, if you will not fight when your victory will be sure and not too costly, you
may come to the moment when you will have to fight with all the odds against
you and only a precarious chance of survival. There may even be a worse case.
You may have to fight when there is no hope of victory, because it is better to perish than live as slaves.
“The people cannot delegate to government the power to do anything which
would be unlawful for them to do themselves.”- John Locke
"Those who make peaceful change impossible,
make violent change inevitable." -- Robert F. Kennedy

"Rebellion against tyrants is obedience to God." T.J.

Enforce the Bill of Rights !
————————————
"And how we burned in the camps later, thinking: What would things have
been like if every Security operative [insert your favorite alphabet Gang DEA,
BATFE, H.S., TSA, FBI, IRS, NSA, CIA, LEOs etc. here], when he went out at
night to make an arrest, had been uncertain whether he would return alive and
had to say goodbye to his family? Or if, during periods of mass arrests, as for
example in Leningrad, when they arrested a quarter of the entire city, people hadnot simply sat there in their lairs, paling in terror at every bang of the downstairs
door and at every step on the staircase, but had understood they had nothing left
to lose [neither do you now] and had boldly set up in the downstairs hall an
ambush of half a dozen people with axes, hammers, pokers, or whatever else was
at hand. The Organs would very quickly have suffered a shortage of officers and
transports and, notwithstanding all of Stalin's thirst; the cursed machine would
have ground to a halt!" -- The Gulag Archipelago, Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn

terms in Vietnam attacked the intruder to try and yank the weapon from him.
Boswell's grandson grabbed a gun from another room and pointed it at the
intruder who then exited running into the woods.
Other than a few scrapes and bruises, the eight-term congressman and his
family were saved by their gun, unharmed, said Jane Slusark, the office said.
Local, state and federal authorities are investigating the incident.

Now there is a Legislator who KNOWS that guns save lives!
HOWEVER, Barack Obama’s ghetto mentality has tied illegal immigration
to his fascist gun control policies. While the U.S. Supreme Court routinely
upholds the Second Amendment, that hasn't curtailed Obama's drive to take guns
away from U.S. citizens.
In the midst of a growing scandal in Obama administration -- especially
within the Justice Department and the office of Attorney General Eric Holder -regarding an Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives operation that turned
into a fiasco, President Barack Obama is threatening to violate U.S. citizen's
Fourth Amendment rights to own firearms for self-defense and sport.
Obama is expected to issue an <http://www.theblaze.com/stories/obamaexecutive-orders-impose-new-gun-rules/>executive order making it more difficult for citizens living in states such as Texas, Arizona and New Mexico to legally buy firearms.
“Monday’s announcement follows months of controversy over the ATF’s
Fast and Furious program that allowed guns to be trafficked into Mexico without
any way of preventing the guns from being used for illegal activity. One of the
guns was used in the shooting death of U.S. Border Patrol Agent Brian Terry. It
is the height of hypocrisy for the Obama administration to restrict the gun rights
of border state citizens, when the administration itself knowingly and intentionally allowed guns to be trafficked into Mexico," said Rep. Smith.
Limiting the Second Amendment rights of Americans is not going to solve
the problem of guns being trafficked illegally into Mexico by Obama’s BATF. An
additional reporting requirement imposed on Americans won’t stop Mexican drug
cartels from getting weapons. This rule unfairly punishes citizens in Border States
who have the right to purchase firearms to protect themselves and their families
from dangerous drug traffickers and human smugglers.

2nd Am Rights Are Absolute or they do not exist at all.
"Rebellion against tyrants is obedience to God." T.J.

Guns Preserve YOUR Sovereignty !

Gun Rights Refresher
1. An armed man is a citizen. An unarmed man is a subject.
2. A gun in the hand is better than a cop on the phone.
3. If guns cause crime, then pencils cause misspelled words.
4. "Free" men do not ask permission to bear arms.
5. If you don't know your rights you don't have any.
6. Those who trade liberty for security have neither.
7. What part of "shall not be infringed" do you not understand?
8. The Second Amendment is to enforce the other 9 Amendments.
9. 64,999,987 firearms owners killed no one yesterday.
10. Guns only have two enemies; rust and politicians.

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

Know guns, know peace, know safety.
No guns, no peace, no safety.
You don't shoot to kill; you shoot to stay alive.
911 - government sponsored Dial-a-Prayer.
Assault is a behavior, not a gun device.
Criminals love gun control -- it makes their jobs safer.
If guns cause crime, then matches cause arson.
Only a government that is afraid of citizens prohibits guns.
You only have the rights you are willing to fight for.
Remove the people's right to bear arms, you create slaves.
The American Revolution was about gun control.

Crimes of Politicians Must Be Stopped by The People (You are The Militia)

The crime on our streets is a tiny fraction of the crime in the offices of our politicians and bureaucrats - the massive majority of crime is committeed by the criminal classes in
power. Just look at the constant abuse of power in our State government offices and you will realize the extent of crime in Government. Just consider just how many BILLIONS of
dollars a day Government extorts from the people and how little WE get in return; and just how comfortable the politicians make themselves at the expense of the peoples they extort!
The goal of the founders of America was to restrict government within severe limits and to protect the rights of soverign individuals. Government has NO rights!
Judges are impeachable. Furthermore, judges may be removed immediately for violating oaths of office, involvement in conspiracies, extortion, and failing to uphold their duty
to the common law. Judges can also be arrested, they are not exempt from this nor are any other officials, including the President of the United States.
Do the people have the power to do this? Yes, the people have the power to do everything to defend our country against all enemies foreign or domestic politician, and government has no power to say otherwise. Fascist bureaucrats might send out its armed marauders, but a huge group of The People (Militia) armed with guns as guaranteed their Right to
keep and bear arms by the 2nd Amendment is likely to stop them unless the governments decide that it is time to begin mass killings of all people who believe in the rights of Man.

Wake up ! Enforce the Bill of Rights !
“A well regulated militia, being necessary to the security of a free state, the right of the people to keep and bear arms shall not be infringed.” Exercise the 2nd Amendment.

S
A
F
E
T
Y
!

Private
Lessons;
Livefire
Practice

Call

558-8253

Bill of Rights
2 nd Am en d ment:
“A well regulated Militia,
being necessary to the
security of a free State,
the right of the people
to keep and bear arms,
shall not be infringed.”
Use it or lose it !
ph. 558-8253
Join the club! N.R.A.
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video: Blood of Patriots: Learning From
History...The Sedition Act

"Rebellion against tyrants is obedience to God." T.J.

Guns Preserve YOUR Sovereignty !
● Da Kine Ads ●
SERVICES OFFERED
Architectural Drafting Office
Ph. 553-9045
email: luigis@aloha.net
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
LICENSED ARCHITECT
Rich Young - Custom homes
Portfolio available online at
www.richyoungarchitect.com
553-5992 ryoung@aloha.net
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Pono Tree Triming /remove
and chips: ph 558 8253

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Instant/Tankless Water Heater
New and used, call “Mr. Pono”
Pono SolarPower ph. 558-8253
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
5 ACRES $9,750! Southern COLORADO. Level valley land on road.
Near high mountains and rivers.
Surveyed. $500 down, $125 monthly.
Owner 806-376-8690.
diane.steed@att.net

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
2-bdrm house, newly renovated,
fully furnished. Carport, storage, laundry $1250/mo. min. 6 mos. Lease.
Non-smokers only. No pets. Last
house Seaside Place Koheo Wetland
koheo_kottages@yahoo.com or

President John Adam was considered a significant Founding Fathert, having
fought for our freedoms and participated in the forming of our new nation. But
like Obama today, after taking office he offended all liberty loving Americans.
Video Blood of Patriots, documents that in 1798, just seven years after the
ratification of the Bill of Rights, Adams signed into law the egregious Alien and
Sedition Acts to prevent people from opposing the new government. The "Act for
the punishment of certain crimes against the Untied States," prohibited speaking
out, in any form, "with intent to defame," to bring the US government, the
President and/or either house of Congress "into contempt or disrepute" OR to
cause the population to hate or to "stir up sedition" for opposing or resisting any
law of the United States...any act of the President...or to resist, oppose or defeat
any such law or act..." It seems hardly possible after the debates about the vital
role of freedom of speech and press.
Thomas Jefferson, who defeated the one-term Adams for the presidency in
1800, said the Sedition Act violated not only the 1st Amendment, but the 10th
Amendment, as well, making the Sedition Act, "altogether void." The laws
prompted Jefferson to draft the Kentucky Resolution and aided James Madison in
the writing of the Virginia Resolution. Simply put, Jefferson's Kentucky
Resolution states that "the several states...are not united on the principle of unlimited submission to their general government" and that the states had every right,
as individual governing bodies, to abstain from following "undelegated powers"
by the central government if they were not found in the Constitution.
"Thomas Jefferson understood the Constitution and acted promptly to call
out Adams on his deplorable behavior," says filmmaker William Lewis. This
early example of the attempt to usurp protected freedoms of the new population
and the determination of the men dedicated to preserving our liberties is a clear
sign that We-the-People must stay vigilant to protect our rights and freedoms.
Blood of Patriots concludes by review of all the rights reserved to the people in
the Bill of Rights. Please visit http://BloodofPatriotsFilm.com.
=====================================================

Cartoon: Obama PUNKS America

phone 1-808-553-5992.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
HELP WANTED
FINAL EXPENSE AGENCY
needs licensed insurance agents – Paid
daily – Agent incentives with growth –
Proven lead system TV & Direct Mail
– Call Laura, 1-800-722-4605

===================
Freedom Is NOT FREE
Enforce the Bill of Rights

for the

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Freedom is not a spectator sport!
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

An armed man is a Citizen;
un-armed man is a subject.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

You Can Protect Freedom: Question Authority!
"Where Rights secured by the Constitution are involved, there
can be no rule making or legislation which would abrogate
them."
Miranda v Arizona, (1966)

Every
Wednesday

Hot Water
Heater
Instantaneous
Tankless
DEPENDABLE
SIMPLICITY
starting at only $575

ENERGY EFFICIENT

$300 Tax Credit 2011-2012
Simple to light pilot, and VERY energy efficient
Simple to install new, or to replace your old gas water heater!
NEW AND USED!
SAVE BIG on your electric bill!
Your Company is in good company with The M.A.N.

Call George Peabody: 558-8253
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Obama’s Socialist Government has
run out of Taxpayer’s money for his
Socialist Police State gulag? Print $$ !
Why doesn’t Obama Just
Order the National Debt Paid?

If Obama orders the mints to print up or stamp out fifteen trillion dollars
counted in "legal tender for all debts public and private" backed by nothing that
we all today use as money, then he would only be doing exactly what the Federal
Reserve has been doing for a hundred years except that he would be redeeming
these "bonds with all interest due and payable" and the "debt" would become
ZERO. And, the Constitution gives him and Secretary of Treasury the power!
SEE : "The Secretary of the Treasury is hereby designated and empowered to
perform the following-described functions of the President without the approval,
ratification, or other action of the President..."
'(j) The authority vested in the President by paragraph (b) of section 43 of the
Act of May 12, 1933, as amended (31 U.S.C. 821(b)), to issue silver certificates
against any silver bullion, silver, or standard silver dollars in the Treasury not then
held for redemption of an outstanding silver certificates, to prescribe the denominations of such silver certificates, and to coin standard silver dollars and subsidiary
silver currency for their redemption,' and (b) By revoking subparagraphs (b) and
(c) of paragraph 2 thereof.
Something very similar to this was done by Abraham Lincoln to fight the War
of the States [Civil War North vs South] so he had his head blown off by agents
of the bankers showing everybody that they meant business and for decades, no
other president since has had the courage to challenge them.
Apparently, President John F. Kennedy caught on that the Treasury was his to
do with what he wanted and that he could stamp out all the money he needed on
the credit of the United States under Executive Order 11110. Kennedy got his head
blown off just like Lincoln. WHAT A COINCIDENCE ?
Obama works for the the multi-billionaires that own the bonds, and if he had
guts to do what Lincoln and Kennedy did to save the Nation’s economy from the
Banksters and the Federal Reserve, they would have boxcars full of green backs
good for toilet tissue and the people that had no bonds and no debts would be free.
Of course, that would be the end of Obama’s Socialist Police State run by the
elite wealthy, and We The People would have to govern the country ourselves as
the Founding Fathers intended to preserve our independence from tyrant government, from taxations, and from crooked attorney-judges who monopolize our justice system to control people who want Freedom and object to tyranny.
Do it Obama! Then, your legacy would be an honorable one.
===============================================

photo above: Senator Issa shows the blackout redacted pages given by BATF
in response to his FOIA for records from Obama and BATF on Gun Runner. Its
obstruction of Congress investigation.......see Obama Crimes unlimited!

Obama’s Guns to Mexico via BATF is
TREASON and Impeacheable Crime !
Acting ATF Director Ken Melson testified for hours before representatives of
the Grassley/Issa congressional committees. Personal counsel in tow, Melson
made a number of allegations concerning the Department of Justice and two agencies under DOJ control—the FBI and the DEA. According to his testimony, not
only did the DOJ refuse his repeated requests that the ATF be permitted to provide
information demanded by the congressional committees, the Department also
arranged for tax dollars from the FBI and DEA to help finance Fast and Furious
straw buyers. And as Fast and Furious supplied weapons were found at the murder
scenes of both ICE agent Jaime Zapata and Border Patrol agent Brian Terry, it
means that both killings were financed by American taxpayers. Equally disturbing
to Grassley and Issa is the fact that the DOJ tried to “…conceal from congress the
possible involvement of other agencies...”. Wake up America to TREASON !

Obama BC Forgery PROOF

The forensic analysis of the Obama BC letters is just frosting on the cake.
When judging if the document is a forgery one needs to look no further than the
man who released it, Obama himself. Everything about him is fake and exists only
to destroy the US. Where is there a legislator or judge who has the courage to
expose this traitorous fraud. Now traitor may be to harsh a word since he would
have to be an American to be a traitor and he is more and more showing every day
Barack Obama’s ghetto mentality statement that he could not guarantee the that he's not. An illegal immigrant usurper is I guess the better term to describe
government could pay out Social Security checks and veterans’ benefits after Aug. Obama. That means he just belongs in jail, preferably Gitmo with all the rest of his
3 if Congress does not agree to lift the limit on the national debt is a lie. Official Muslim brothers. --Richard Halavais
Treasury Department accounting documents for the month of June indicate that tax
From World Net Daily
revenues for the month were almost 350% above what the government needed to
Irrefutable proof of Obama birth-certificate forgery.
cover all Social Security benefits and veterans’ programs.
Unless the typewriter used to type Barack Obama's purported Hawaiian
The Daily Treasury Statement for June 30—which any American, including
"Certificate
of Live Birth" in 1961 was magically capable of producing different
the president, can look up on the U.S. Treasury Department’s website—says the
size
and
shaped
images with the exact same key, the document released by the
government took in $200 billion in revenue during the month.
ObamaWhite
House
April 27 is a forgery, says a professional typographer with 50
The same statement says that the government paid out total of $57.876 billion
years
experience.
[Obama
refuses to photo op with his forged birth certificate? ]
for Social Security benefits, veterans’ benefits and other veterans programs during
see
http://www.wnd.com/?pageId=322389
June equaled 29.4 percent of federal revenue for the month.
In fact, federal revenues for June could have paid all Social Security benefits
and all veterans’ benefits and Veterans Affairs programs almost three-and-a-half
times over.
Indeed, the $200 billion in tax revenues for June was more than enough to pay
not only all Social Security benefits and veterans benefits and programs for the
month, but also, on top of that, the interest on the federal debt, Medicare,
Medicaid, the Indian Health Service, Temporary Assistance to Needy Families, all
federal workers’ salaries, federal workers’ insurance benefits, Justice Department
programs, and Defense Department venders.
The combined costs of these federal expenditures in June was $195.5 billion.
So, Obama, pay the bills, cut spending, bring the Troops home, secure the
Mexican borders, shut down BATF and TSA, stop illegal aliens DREAM Act, and
show us your real birth certificate and records. Then, get outta here pronto!

Obama Lies about Debt effect
on Social Security and Vet

Water
Rates to Increase
The Maui Department of Water Supply has announced new increases in water

The biggest smoking 9/11 smoking gun.

What the Pentagon knew and when they knew it and how they
rates effective July 1, 2011. The increase is approximately 5.5%, and should generate about $2.9 million which will be used to offset increases in water pumping punished the people who tried to reveal the truth of TREASON.
electrical expenses, debt service, operations and maintenance, and capital improvesee this Video: "Able Danger"
ments to the infrastructure. The rate increases were approved by the Maui County
http://www.brasschecktv.com/page/1079.html
Council for the 2012 fiscal budget.
Watch it and weep.
NEW RATES per 1,000 gallons: 0-5,000 $1.75; 5,000-15,000 $3.20; over
Thoroughly documented.
15,000 $4.60; Agriculture and non-potable rates for less than 15,000 $1.05.
Not only was no one punished, but the few people who tried to do something
For more info, call DWS at 808-270-7420 or 1-800-272-0117.
about it have been undermined by Pentagon smears.
================================================
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Obama’s Proposed Healthcare Federal Law is Dangerous to
Americans’ Health & Freedoms
Ainokea
Letter from SteeveArlen@aol.com wrote: Senator Bayh,US Congress

As a practicing physician I have major concerns with the health care bill before Congress. I
actually have read the bill and am shocked by the brazenness of the government's proposed
involvement in the patient-physician relationship. The very idea that the government will dictate
and ration patient care is DANGEROUS and certainly not helpful in designing a health care system that works for all. Every physician I work with agrees that we need to fix our health care
system, but the proposed bills currently making their way through congress WILL BE A DISASTER IF PASSED.
I ask you respectfully and as a patriotic American to look at the following troubling lines that
I have read in the bill. You cannot possibly believe that these proposals are in the best interests
of the country and our fellow citizens...Senator, I guarantee that I personally will do everything
possible to inform patients and my fellow physicians about the dangers of the proposed bills you
Defendant Obama is named as
and your colleagues are planning to impose upon us, without our consent .
"de facto president of the United States."
READ THESE CAREFULLY AND CONSIDER WHAT EVIL WOULD RESULT !
Page 22 Obama’s HC Bill:
Mandates that Govt will audit books
of all employers who self-insure !

Page 167 Lines 18-23: ANY
individual who doesn't have acceptable HC according to Govt will be
taxed 2.5% of income.

Page 30 Sec 123 of HC bill:
THERE WILL BE A GOVT COMMITTEE that decides what treatments-benefits you get.

Page 170 Lines 1-3: NON RESIDENT Aliens EXEMPT from individual taxes. (Americans will pay.)

Page 425 Lines 4-12: The Govt
mandates "Advance-Care Planning
Consult." (Think senior citizens
end-of-life patients.)

Page 195 : Officers & employees
of the GOVT HC Admin.. WILL
HAVE ACCESS to ALL Americans'
finances and personal records.

Page 425 Lines 17-19: The Govt
will instruct and consult regarding
living wills, durable powers of attorney, etc. (And it's mandatory!)

Page 203 Line 14-15: "The tax
imposed under this section shall not
be treated as tax." (Yes, it really
says that!)
Page 239 Line 14-24: Govt will
reduce
physician services for
Medicaid Seniors.
(Low-income
and the poor are affected.)

Page 427 Lines 15-24: The Govt
mandates a program for orders on
"end-of-life." (The Govt has a say
in how your life ends!)

Page 241 Line 6-8 HC Bill:
Doctors: It doesn't matter what specialty you have trained yourself in -you will all be paid the same! (Just
TRY to tell me that's not Socialism!)

Page
429 Lines 10-12: An
"advanced care consultation" may
include an ORDER for end-of-life
plans..
(AN ORDER TO DIE
FROM THE GOVERNMENT?!?)

Page 268 Sec 1141: The federal
Govt regulates the rental and purchase of power driven wheelchairs.

Page 429 Lines 13-25: The
GOVT will specify which doctors
can write an end-of-life order. (I
wouldn't want to stand before God
after getting paid for THAT job!)

Page 29 lines 4-16: YOUR
HEALTH CARE IS RATIONED!!!
Page 42 of HC Bill: The Health
Choices Commissioner will choose
your HC benefits for you. You have
NO choice!
Page 50 Section 152 in HC bill:
HC will be provided to ALL non-US
citizens........... illegal or otherwise.
Page 58 HC Bill: Govt will
have real-time access to individuals'
finances & a 'National ID Health
card' WILL be issued!
Page 59 HC Bill lines 21-24:
Govt will have DIRECT ACCESS to
your bank accounts for ELECTIVE
funds transfer.
Page 95 HC Bill Lines 8-18: The
Govt will use groups (i.e. ACORN &
Americorps) to sign up individuals
for Govt HealthCare plan.
Page 85 Line 7: Benefit Levels
for Plans. (AARP members - your
health care WILL be rationed!)
Page 12 4 lines 24-25 HC: No
company can sue GOVT on price
fixing. No "judicial review" against
Govt monopoly.
Page 127 Lines 1-16 Doctors
AMA- The Govt WILL TELL YOU
what salary you can make.
Page 145 Line 15-17: Employer
MUST auto-enroll employees into
public option plan. (NO choice!)
Page
126 Lines 22-25:
Employers MUST pay for HC for
part-time employees AND their
families. (Employers will be forced
to reduce work force, and wages to
cover huge expense.) Increased
unemployment.
Page 149 Lines 16-24: ANY
Employer with payroll $400,000 &
above who does not provide public
option will pay 8% tax on all payroll!
(See the last comment in parenthesis.)
Page 150 Lines 9-13:Business
with payroll between $250K-$400K
who doesn't provide public option
will pay 2-6% tax on all payroll.

Page 272 SEC. 1145: TREATMENT OF CERTAIN CANCER
HOSPITALS - Cancer patients - welcome to rationing!
Page 280 Sec 1151: The Govt
will penalize hospitals for whatever
the Govt deems preventable (i.e...
re-admissions).
Page 298 Lines 9-11: Doctors: If
you treat a patient during initial
admission that results in a re-admission -- the Govt will penalize you.
Page 317-318 lines 21-25, 1-3:
PROHIBITION on expansion. (The
Govt is mandating that hospitals
cannot expand.)
Page 321 2-13: Hospitals have
the opportunity to apply for exception BUT community input is
required. (Can you say ACORN?)
Page 335 L 16-25 Pg 336-339:
The Govt mandates establishment
of 2 outcome-based measures... (HC
the way they want -- rationing.)
Page 341 Lines 3-9: The Govt
has authority to disqualify Medicare
Advance Plans,
HMOs, etc.
(Forcing people into the Govt plan)
Page 354 Sec 1177: The Govt
will RESTRICT enrollment of 'special needs people!' Unbelievable!
Page 379 Sec 1191: The Govt

creates more bureaucracy via a
"Tele-Health Advisory Committee."
(Can you say HealtCare by phone?)

Page 429
Lines 1-9: An
"advanced-care planning consultant" will be used frequently as a
patient's health deteriorates.

Page 430 Lines 11-15: The Govt
will decide what level of treatment
you will have at end-of-life! (Again
-- no choice!)
Page 489 Sec 1308: The Govt
will cover marriage and family therapy. ( Govt will insert itself

more into your marriage ! )

FBI- tracking Your
cell phone ~!
Obama’s FBI and other police
agencies don't need to obtain a search
warrant to learn the locations of
Americans' cell phones, says Obama’s
Department of Justice attorneys who
told that to a federal appeals court.
Obama’s DOJ attorney Mark
Eckenwiler said There "is no constitutional bar" to acquiring "routine business records held by a communications
service provider." He added, "The government is not required to use a warrant
when it uses a tracking device."
This is the first federal appeals
court to address warrantless location
tracking, which raises issues of government surveillance and whether
Americans have a reasonable expectation of privacy and their location.
Location data can reveal whether
people "have been at a protest, or at a
meeting, or at a political meeting" and
that rogue governments could misuse

that information to arrest people.
Police are tapping into the locations of mobile phones thousands of
times a year, but the legal ground rules
remain unclear—that is if they ignore
the 4th Amendment on privacy.
When the government acquires
historical cell location information, it
effectively commandeers our cell
phones and turns them into electronic
trackers that report, without our knowledge or consent, where we have been
and how long we have spent there.
Cellphone tracking! Armed Drone
planes to kill suspects.....makaala!!!

The Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco,
Firearms and Explosives is asking the
court for an order divulging historical
(meaning stored, not future) phone
location information because a set of
suspects "use their wireless telephones
to arrange meetings and transactions in
furtherance of their drug trafficking
activities." It's unclear how detailed
this stored information is; there's some
evidence that the FBI can use it to narrow down the location to a city block
but perhaps not an individual house.
The Obama regime argues that no
search warrant is necessary; it says
what's needed is only a court order,
which requires law enforcement to
show that the records are "relevant and
material to an ongoing criminal investigation." Because that standard is easier to meet than that of a search warrant, it is less privacy-protective.
Cell phone tracking comes in two
forms: police obtaining retrospective
historical data kept by mobile
providers for their own billing purposes that is typically not very detailed, or
prospective tracking--that reveals the
minute-by-minute location of a handset
or mobile device.
Tracking cell phones can be useful
for law enforcement. Agents from the
Drug Enforcement Administration in
Arizona tracked a tractor trailer with a
drug shipment through a GPSequipped Nextel phone owned by the
suspect. Texas DEA agents have used
cell site information in real time to
locate a Chrysler 300M driving from
Rio Grande City to a ranch about 50
miles away. Verizon Wireless and TMobile logs showing the location of
mobile phones at the time calls were
placed became evidence in a Los
Angeles murder trial.
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